DOLCI BIELLONI JOINS THE AMUT GROUP OWNERSHIP
“Taking over DOLCI BIELLONI company is a brilliant success for the future of AMUT GROUP:
together we boost our leading role in the international scenario. Synergies enhance our strengths”
– says Mauro Drappo, CEO of AMUT GROUP. “We constantly work to be considered by our
customers as a sole partner, being able to offer the most complete range of machines for the
plastics extrusion, thermoforming and recycling field.” A solid Italian hub with a robust productive
and financial organization has been established.
DOLCI BIELLONI, now operating as AMUT DOLCI BIELLONI, is a well-known manufacturer of printing
and slitting rewinding machines, blown and cast lines for different multilayer films (stretch, silage,
barrier, technical, medical, diapers, PP and masking), coating and laminating lines.
The newly settled AMUT DOLCI BIELLONI represents the fusion between two wide backgrounds in
plastic extrusion: AMUT GROUP as producer of lines delivering rigid products (foils, sheets, pipes,
profiles, thermoforming items) and Dolci Bielloni master in cast and blown lines for flexible films.
It represents also a strategic action confirming the stature of the traditional Italian high quality level,
in both design and manufacturing.
“For a better portrayal of our empowered structure, we chose having an impressive booth in terms
of dimensions (more than 800 m²) and technologies on display during Plast 2015”- continues
Drappo. “Further, a shuttle bus service will connect the fairground to the AMUT DOLCI BIELLONI
premises: an open house will be held to present the last developments in stretch film applications.
Two lines, one producing hand and automatic rolls (2000 mm – 7 layers) and the other one jumbos
(1500 mm – 5 layers). These two systems represent the top of the technology in this sector.”
The 2000-mm film line is absolutely innovative: 6 extruders to guarantee a flexible production and
a unique design capable of satisfying the main trend in the current stretch film market: a thinner
but stronger film to obtain a super power stretch film. In spite of their small dimensions, the
extruders are able to deliver high production volumes and grant excellent energy savings.
Visit AMUT GROUP booths at NPE show in Florida, Plast exhibition in Milan and Chinaplas at
Guangzhou.

